The Rectory 2 July 1807

Dear Mary, best thanks for your letter. I received a few days since. I am glad to hear good accounts of you. You have got the best room as a studio, and have given up Art for Gardening; well that's funny. Nature is much more interesting than Art, and you can learn much. Thou dost deceive me. But why gave up Art in your head? If you have given it up, you will see much better health in Art when the body is as fallow as Fortune when drawn by the wind to commit something to Clay than ever. She did not try to make a Juror or Professor of the State come for money. Art dealt so much cleaner. For you, I am glad you were interested in the Howells; they hang in the Drawing Room right side of the fire, looking as if they were at the same age as the one we purchased at Bath. The four once old fashioned blacking gold frames, these we...
and to find a place for an end that brought me from Rome for my birthday it is a charming thing much larger than the flowers of two girls playing a violin in the sun. As long as it is in a well flower from she was lucky to think it up. She has had a wonderful year so far is now a Member of Reason Arts and she is going to get her Master's of 30th Prize or win her 1st at the Royal Comber, to how for better making in a big clan. She has taken her Certificate from the British Town Daisy Area & won the only floral in Reading. In so, the old Prosperous, who examined are very keen on her & want her to go on with Bacteriology as applied to Agriculture. She can easily qualify, has a good belt in that line but I don't think she will, we shall see how she gets on with her work. She can do it as the in trying to do it in one year which has only once before been carried out by a man. Of course if she do.

but I do feel pretty sick she will not go in this year. She had a bad shock last week in the recent sudden death of Captain. Hence he was very
ill. in the winter had seemed to get quite better. Now, for him my well he went to Dartmouth on Monday to meet his son-in-law. In the evening of the same day they played Bridge, with them on Tuesday after taking a grand hale. I think him they had friends to tea. The played for a man who had lost his sight by a gun accident after playing the last Rose of Summer out of Milton. His wife's favourite line which always excited him very much he sat down and he did with feel all well and died in a moment just like his brother the General. He is a great loss to all of us in particular to splendid little man. The house had a most delightful summer here. But I am glad they have not only come from London about ten days since from the previous better and is very cold. After having my dinner, alone for over 50 years. With the exception of being up by one to take one account at Chough. One night as when you were there, I wish to them again both winter. Much admired yourself. How you would try me off and continue them with I could tell you the whole. When you in this when you have not named one of the stones as...
Right but they assume me still. I hope there
expressed your intention. You are, I am
pleased to know that. I am quite the one
or two small things for him. I am generally
the latter seems to be unperceived with the idea
that he is accipient. Annie had a
long letter from your sister Mrs. Walsh
and pretty girl. You know the means she
taking life the right way. I hope they very
happily carrying the very kindly. She was not in
the Academy. She is perhaps I told you a bad
How I mean Little Reeds mean is very strong
wonderful for such a fragile looking woman
to produce but the he fragile character. I
think his model was peculiar a very bridy
with small mean but with large knees. Think
arms like a woman an Italian. Fancy, the
head space from another I think very good indeed.
She heard all the best concert on Sunday and
the best ballroom dance. Other music on the best
hands and finest songs to a French street.
Remember the most kindly to your sister,
Please write me entirely as repayment for
Knew I was. I know. Yours sincerely, John Mann.
Dear [Name],

I trust you will receive this letter soon. I have been occupied with [Task/Project] lately. I am writing to express my deep gratitude for the two letters you sent me. I will try to reply to them soon. I look forward to hearing from you again.

Enclosed with this letter are some [items/photographs]. I hope you will enjoy them. I have included a few of my recent work for your consideration. I am busy with [Activity], and I think you will find [Comment/recommendation].

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do for you. I am always available to assist you.

Yours truly,

[Your Name]
It is much admired. Your artistic talent may come in as the tilt of a moustache the hint of a brow lock the lift of a brow and such as an old silhouette. I must beg you to be true to the people line and dress tangles with that. Then you will have real likeness.

Now I have opened a future for her when tired of gardening, you can unwind, speculate, dream but whether as a young woman will ever do as I suggest is not ours. Wholesome.

Times. Times. Times. Now has a son and call them well we are delivered.

At a time in Lancashire. A time at Reading, we paid a visit from London. Our times to you both.

Mrs. Smith

Tom Mason